
 

 

                                     

                    PRAGYAN PREMIER LEAGUE                  

 

EVENT DESCRIPTION : 

Pragyan Premier League is a Cricket Management Event, in which participants have to participate in an auction of 
players, and decide their playing strategy in a virtual Cricket tournament where results are based on matches from 
the day's world cup game. 

  Participants need to buy a virtual squad of 16 players from the entire set of available players subject to 
financial and balance (Batsmen:Bowler:Allrounders:Wicketkeeper) constraints 

  The event is a fantasy cricket league for the ICC WC 2015. 
  The players pick their playing 11 based for each game and based on the performance of the players on the 

game on the world cup, the players will be awarded points. 

 

FORMAT : 

 First round matches -ONLINE 
 Finals during Pragyan 

 

RULES : 

 Maximum of 2 per team. 
 8 teams selected for the round 2. 
 Squads once chosen for round 1 can be changed for every match through the player transfer scheme. 
 Player transfer will have an upper bound on the limit and will also have financial constraints, meaning you 

can only do a fixed number of transfers. 
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JUDGING CRITERIA : 

 Participant start with zero points 
 For every match, all the players are awarded points based on their performances in the world cup. 
 The participant total score is the sum of his individual player scores. 
 No points awarded for having balance money in the entire process, meaning user is free to spend the money 

given to him as much as he likes 

 

FAQ : 

 1. Can I make changes to my squad after entering the game? 

      Yes, using the transfer scheme, but the number of transfers are limited.  

 

2. What playing combination should I use? 

   The number of Batsmen:Bowler:Allrounder:Keeper should be any of these. 

BATSMEN BOWLERS ALLROUNDERS WICKETKEEPERS 

5 4 1 1 

5 3 2 1 

4 3 3 1 

6 3 2 1 

 

•   Your previous match team will be chosen automatically.   

  

 

 

3. What happens if I do not submit a team for a particular match? 

http://www.pragyan.org/15/home/events/core_engineering/hover_one/+view&navigate=192
http://www.pragyan.org/15/home/events/core_engineering/hover_one/+view&navigate=190


 

 

 

PRIZE MONEY:   Worth INR 20,000 

 

CONTACTS :   Ajay Prasadh:  +918508407917 

                                      Karthikeyan:   +919487171761 

                                     ppl@pragyan.org 
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